Abstract-In this paper, we propose an autonomous navigation for Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) by a path selection method based on local features of terrain in unknown outdoor rough terrain environment. The correlation between a local terrain feature obtained from a path and a value of the path obtained from the global path planning is extracted in advance. When UGV comes to a branch while it is running, the value of path is estimated using the correlation with local terrain feature. Thereby, UGV navigation is performed by path selection under the criterion of shortest time in unknown outdoor environment. We experimented on a simulator and confirmed that the proposed method can select more effective paths in comparison with a simple path selection method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) have been developed for various applications such as exploration and investigation of volcanos [1] , planets [2] , agriculture [3] , forestry [4] and battlefields [5] . Some of these UGVs are manually controlled [6] since it is more reliable. Autonomous control, however, also has its merit to reduce load of human monitor. Therefore, autonomous control of UGVs have been also extensively investigated. Some of the issues related to autonomous control of UGVs are navigation, path planning [7] , and control of vehicle.
Autonomous UGVs are recently applied to navigation in the urban environments [7, 8] . Roads and paths are relatively easy to find because they are on flat surfaces in such environments, and thus navigation in urban environment is gathering more attention. But navigation of UGVs in uneven and rough terrains is also important and useful since it is related to the above mentioned applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . In contrast to UGVs navigation in urban environment, UGVs have to deal with a rough and unstructured environment, and therefore sliding and unevenness affect the navigation. Therefore, the navigation to a goal considering the environment is required.
As an example of an autonomous navigation in outdoor uneven terrain environment, there is a research project called Grand Challenge which is held by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) of United States of America [10] . In Grand Challenge, a map information is prepared in advance. The car verifies the map information with information obtained by LRF (Laser Range Finder), M. Kondo, K. Sunaga, Y. Kobayashi and T. Kaneko are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Shizuoka University, 3-5-1 Johoku, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka, Japan f0230031@ipc.shizuoka.ac.jp Y. Hiramatsu, H. Fujii and T. Kamiya are with the Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd., 2500 Shingai, Iwata-shi, Shizuoka, Japan GPS (Global Positioning System), and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). As an example of navigation method, there is a navigation using potential field-based algorithm [11] . The potential field [12] is formed based on rollover, skidding, and dangerous object on the map prepared in advance. The trajectory is generated based on the potential field, and the UGV performs high speed navigation by following the trajectory. However, in case of an operating UGV in an actual environment, an accurate map information cannot be always obtained. For this reason, a navigation to a goal without a map information in unknown environment is required.
There are autonomous navigation methods based on S-LAM (Simultaneously Localization and Mapping) in unknown outdoor environment. SLAM is a method for localization of the robot and generating a map simultaneously, and various methods have been developed [13] . In most cases, however, a navigation to a goal is simply determined from the shortest path on the maps created with information obtained by local observation.
In this study, we aim to realize an autonomous navigation of a UGV in unknown outdoor rough terrain environment. In this paper, we propose a path selection method based on local terrain feature for performing the UGV autonomous navigation in unknown rough terrain environment. The main contribution of the paper is to present a method that enables a UGV to select more effective path compared with a simple strategy of choosing 'closer' path even in unknown environment. The selection is based on three-dimensional terrain information. Thus, the correlation between the local terrain feature amount obtained in the path and the value of path obtained in the global path planning. Thereby, the UGV navigation is performed by path selection under the criterion of shortest time in unknown outdoor environment. We will verify the proposed method on a simulator while comparing with a simple path selection method.
II. PROBLEMS
In this chapter, the problem setting is described. In addition, an outline of the simulator used in the experiment is described.
A. Problem setting
In this study, we adopt the outdoor environment which has a branch and up-down terrain. The appearance of the off-road course is shown in Fig. 1 . The objective of the problem is to navigate the vehicle to a given goal in the shortest time.
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More specifically, a UGV is required to decide which path to proceed at a junction (see for example Fig. 2 ) so that the total duration to reach the goal is minimum. The conditions and hypotheses are listed below:
• The map information is not prepared.
• The UGV is equipped with LRF, GPS and IMU.
• Observation of environment (which contains ground, slope, tree, stone, etc) is obtained by LRF as threedimensional points in the vehicle coordinate system. • The current three-dimensional position of the UGV in the world coordinate is obtained by GPS.
• The three-dimensional posture of the UGV in the world coordinate is obtained by IMU.
• The position of the goal in the world coordinate is known.
B. Utilization of local terrain information
Suppose UGV is located on a junction without global map information (see Fig. 3 ). A simple way for navigation is to select the path closer to the direction of the goal. However, the determination of direction in the simple method is based only on two-dimensional plane information. That is, selection of more efficient path is possible by considering three-dimensional configuration, including the information of height, of the paths.
An exemplar situation is shown in Fig. 3 . UGV selects path direction at a branch. An observation range of LRF is inside the circle. Dotted lines represent an environment not observed by the UGV. The goal point is higher than the point of the branch. In this case, direction of the left path is closer to the goal direction compared with the right path. Thus the simple method will select the left path. However, this selection is not effective in this case.
In our method, path selection is based on a consideration of the three-dimensional configuration of the environment. It can be seen in the figure that left path is flat and right path is going up. Knowing that the goal point is higher than the current point and considering that the UGV has to climb up a hill sooner or later, it can select the right path, which does not seem to be closer to the goal direction when only two-dimensional information is considered. This way of consideration was valid specifically in this example, but we expect similar tendency exists throughout various branches and junctions. 
C. Simulator configuration
In this study, targeted actual rough terrain has following features: height difference, rough terrain and changes in friction. We collect data efficiently by using the simulator which simulates the actual environment. An appearance of simulator is shown in Fig. 4 . The simulator has "environment model", "vehicle dynamic model" and "vehicle control system". The configuration of the simulator is shown in Fig. 5 . The simulator is created using Unity [14], which is a gamedevelopment system that includes physics engine.
Environment model consists of three-dimensional polygons that represent the shape of the terrain. The shape of the terrain is constructed based on the real environment depicted in Fig. 1 , where the shape of the real terrain is measured by LRF equipped with a human-operated vehicle. Based on the polygon surface of the terrain, LRF sensing is emulated by the environment model. Terrain is also attributed friction for the vehicle locomotion.
Vehicle dynamic model represents dynamic characteristics of the vehicle. When an accelerator and a steering are input, a position, posture, and speed at next time are output corresponding to the terrain information. In order to increase the accuracy of the simulation, the test results of the actual vehicle is used and equivalent two-wheel model is adopted for dynamic properties of vehicle. Measurements of IMU and GPS sensors are simulated using current position and attitude without noise.
Vehicle control system performs a steering and a acceleration. LOS (Line of Sight) algorithm [15] is used for the steering. It determines the yaw rate toward the intersection of a linear path and a circle around the vehicle.
III. PATH SELECTION BASED ON THE LOCAL TERRAIN

FEATURE
In this chapter, path selection based on the feature of local terrain is described. The method for extracting correlation between the local terrain feature and the value of the path from simulator is described.
A. Outline of the proposed method
Outline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 6 . The method consists of online and offline processes. In Fig. 6 , the left part and the right part represent the online and offline processes, respectively.
G o a l In the offline process, the path on simulator is represented by a node-link structure. The node-link structure set on simulator is shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 6 , current position of UGV is obtained by GPS. Runway information around the UGV is obtained and a path is extracted from the runway information. A local terrain feature is obtained by these information. The value of path is calculated by DP (Dynamic Programming) [16] using the running time between nodes. The correlation between the value of path and local terrain feature obtained from each node is extracted.
In the online process, the local terrain feature is obtained as with the offline process. Then, the value of path is estimated using the correlation and a local terrain feature. At a branch, the path is selected based on estimated values.
B. Path extraction
The flow of path extraction is shown in Fig. 8 . Threedimentional points obtained by the LRF are divided into a grids ( Fig. 8(a) ). Local shape of environment corresponding to each grid is approximated by a plane using LRF points included in the region of the grid. In this study, variance in height and inclination of each plane is used for runway feature. Whether each region is travelable or not is determined by linear SVM (Support Vector Machine) using these feature ( Fig. 8(b) ). SVM is constructed based on travelable information given manually in advance. In Fig. 8(b) , white regions and red regions represent travelable regions and untravelable regions, respectively. Black regions are grids which have few or no points for the plane approximation. The potential of the untravelable region on the horizontal angle P is calculated by following.
Here, θ i,j denotes an angle to the untravelable grid (i,j).
The path directions where potential is locally minimal are extracted (Fig. 8(c) ).
C. Node-link structure and Collection of the value of the state
The travelable path on targeted outdoor uneven terrain environment is represented by node-link structure. The nodelink structure is set manually. A node is placed on a midpoint of the place before path branches as shown in Fig. 9 .
The set of nodes is denoted by E and the total number of nodes is denoted by N . There are two possible directions of vehicle at each node. Let q node n. V (n) (s) represents accumulated expected reward as following;
where γ denotes discount rate (0 < γ ≤ 1) and R k (s, s ′ ) denotes reward of actions on transition from s to s ′ at time step k. In our problem, reward is defined by the time cost required for transition from a node to an adjacent node, which is multiplied by −1. The durations for transitions among nodes are obtained by running the vehicle in the simulation environment in advance, where LOS strategy with constant velocity [15] is used for navigation between nodes. Note that direct transition from a node to an adjacent node is possible only with the same direction. In other words, transition between states whose directions are opposite is not possible (at least, directly), even when the states are adjacent in the node-link structure. To take account of the constraint of transition, R(s, s ′ ) is set as R(s, s ′ ) = −R max if directions of the vehicle are opposite in state s and s ′ . The value of the states corresponding to node n are fixed as zero. That is, V n (s
∀ s ∈ S are calculated for n = 1, . . . , N .
D. Feature extraction from LRF observation
For representing the shape of the terrain of path whether it is up or down, we designed a lower-dimensional feature compared with LRF information. The flow of converting LRF information into the low-dimensional feature is shown in Fig.  10 . From LRF information that is observed at a node, features related to a terrain of path in forward direction of the vehicle is calculated. LRF information obtained in front range of 180 degree (-90 to 90 degree) of vehicle is used. First, LRF information within the travelable area is extracted. Next, the region of interest is determined by maximum and minimum value of vertical rotational angle ψ. Let f i denote average distance of LRF points from the sensor at i-θ divided space. Let division number of ψ space be M and the LRF feature is defined as follows. 
E. Correlation extraction between the value of path and terrain feature
The method for extracting the correlation between the value of path (described in section III-C), terrain feature amount (described in section III-D) and goal position is described. Let r mn ∈ R and h mn ∈ R denote distance (in two-dimensional space) between and height difference between node m and n, respectively (see Fig. 11 ). The set of adjacent nodes which are connected to node m by a link is defined as N (m). Now, let n denote a goal node. For adjacent node l ∈ N (m) of node m, the direction of path from node m toward node l in the reference frame of goal node n is denoted by θ
Here, θ mn represents horizontal angle of the vector from node m to node n in the world coordinate (see Fig. 12 ). Under the condition that node n is the goal, value of choosing path l at node m can be represented by
Note that i * (m, n) ∈ {1, 2} represents direction of the vehicle on node m that is closer to vector from node m to node n.
Using the notations mentioned above, a vector representing geometrical information of path l at node m in the reference frame of goal node n is defined by
Correspondingly, terrain feature vector for path l at node m in the reference frame of goal node n is defined by f l mn ∈ R M . By organizing these vectors, integrated feature vector is defined by
where i denotes index of integrated feature vector. The integrated feature vectors are collected for all paths at all nodes and under reference frames of all goal nodes. Thus, the total number of the integrated feature vectors is denoted by N path and given by follows.
The value of path corresponding to x i is defined as follows. By organizing above, the data matrix is defined as follows.
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [17] is performed by these data matrices, and coefficients a ∈ R 3+M and b ∈ R are determined by maximizing the correlation ρ(a, b), which ρ is defined by
⊤Ỹ , and S XY = 1 N pathX ⊤Ỹ are covariance matrices, whereX andỸ are given byX
F. Path selection In the online process, path selection is performed using estimated value of path. The directions of path are extracted as with offline process. Let total number of directions at branch be L and index of path be denoted by i path . Integrated feature x i path is obtained from travelable region closer to the directions of path. By using determined correlation a and Integrated feature x i path , estimated value of path w i path is given by w i path = a ⊤ x i path . The path is selected by following. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
The proposed method was evaluated by comparing with a simple path selection method, which was implemented by changing evaluation of path. Instead of the definition of x i using (7), x i is defined without LRF feature as x i = g l mn ∈ R 3 . This method is denoted by A: conventional method. The proposed method is denoted by method B. Then, we confirmed whether there is a difference between A and B.
A. Experiment Conditions
The total number of nodes is set as N = 83. The total number of path is set as N path = 9378, and the number of dimensions of LRF feature is set as M = 16. When each node is set as start and goal, the total number of pathway is 83 × 82 = 6806.
B. Experiment Results
When each node is set to be start and goal, the result of pathways determined by methods A and B is shown in Table I . Success means that it was possible to reach the goal by selecting paths by the method. From Table I , it can be seen that success rate was improved by the proposed method. Causes of failures are 1) falling into dead-ends and 2) getting stuck in the same loop. Contents of the failures are shown in Table II. From Table II , it can be seen that failure caused by dead-ends is not so much different from the conventional method. There are dead-ends that are inherently difficult to avoid without map information, in general. Hence decreasing this type of failure is not in the scope of our study.
An example of looping pathway is shown in Fig. 13 . In Fig. 13 , path is branched to left and right from the start. In this example, right path is closer to the goal. Therefore, when the value is estimated using goal position only, right path was selected. Here, the goal is higher than the branch and the local terrain feature suggests that the right path is going down and the left path is going up. (see Fig. 14) . By taking this information into account, left path, leading to the goal, was selected. From same start and goal nodes on Fig. 13 , the pathway determined by proposed method is shown in Fig. 15 . The looping pathway is determined using the value of path estimated by the conventional method. In contrast, succeeded pathway is determined by adding LRF feature as shown in Fig. 15 . From this fact, we confirmed that LRF feature is related to the value of path at shortest time pathway to the goal.
V. NAVIGATION ON THE SIMULATOR
We verified the autonomous navigation using the path selection based on the local feature amount on simulator. The directions of path are extracted and the autonomous navigation was performed by the proposed path selection. The input speed was 0.5 m/s, radius of LRF measurement was 25 m, size of field was 50×50 m, and size of grid was 1×1 m.
The trajectory of autonomous navigation is shown in Fig.  16 . It shows that UGV succeeded to navigate autonomously toward the goal while avoiding untravelable region by the proposed method. In this result, UGV performed the path selection at four junctions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a path selection method based on local terrain features for autonomous UGV navigation in unknown outdoor rough terrain environment. A simulator was constructed based on the actual outdoor rough terrain environment and the vehicle. By using the simulator, the value of the path, goal position, and LRF feature were collected at the path of shortest time. Then, the correlation between them was calculated with CCA. The proposed method realized more effective path selection by considering the local terrain features. In addition, it was confirmed that UGV could reach the goal autonomously based on the proposed path selection.
B. Future Works
In the future, we will conduct experiment using the UGV in actual outdoor rough terrain environment. Further, duration was used for definition of the reward of DP. The path selection based on the cost considering the energy is thought to be a future work. 
